As a patron of SRB Group, I want to give my sincere thanks and congratulations to the management, executive staff & the associates of the group, who give their invaluable support and commitment to our organization.

SRB Group in the recent years has grown exponentially & achieved great strides. It has also been inculcating the spirits of excellence & stupendous service amongst its staff and nurturing them with total synergy among the management.

I convey my heart full felicitations to each & every member of SRB group & confident that the work & dedication will bring many more laurel & glory to the group in times to come.

Our main aim is to strengthen the tie between India, Russia and CIS countries especially in the field of Mining, Metallurgy, and Power & in due time Oil & Gas Sector.

We are looking forward to expand our business to Mongolia, Indonesia and Vietnam as we feel these countries have tremendous opportunities for growth.

Kirsan Ilyumzhinov
1st President of Republic of Kalmykia (Russian Federation)
President World Chess Federation (FIDE)
President International Mind Sports Association (IMSA)
SRB International is a very well known organization having its major presence in Russia, CIS & India. The company has marked its presence & carved a niche for itself in the fields of Mining, Metallurgy and Power & Heavy Engineering by representing major companies of Russia & other CIS Nations.

SRB’s commitment to efficient service in an organized manner is endorsed by an illustrious list of quality conscious clients both in the government and private sectors. Our prestigious clientele includes: Coal India & its Subsidiaries like: Northern Coal Field, Western Coal Field, South Coal Field, Central Coal Field, Mahanandi Coalfield, Bharat Coking Coal Ltd, Eastern Coalfields Ltd, Singareni Collieries, National Mineral Development Corporation, Steel Authority of India Ltd. & its Subsidiaries, TRF, FLSmidth.

Over the years, SRB has itself evolved as an engineering & technology solution provider for various organizations in Mining & metallurgy. Company understands a client’s requirement to the core & provides solutions on economic & affordable grounds. With expertise in a wide range of disciplines and decades of experience as a technical partner to both equipments manufactures and end users in every major industry.

SRB International owes its outstanding performance to its team of engineers and executives with profound techno – commercial expertise. The team consists of product specialist for Key Principals, Account Managers for key Customers and Industry wise Experts for focused approach including senior consultant who have retired from Steel Authority of India Ltd & Coal India Ltd from very high positions. The Company instills a deep sense of responsibility in each of the members of its team who works with great freedom for self motivated operation.
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URALMASH PLANT

Ural Heavy Machine Building Plant
SRB International Pvt. Ltd is Exclusive channel Partner of Uralmash Plant who began operations in 1933 at Yekaterinburg, Russia. Uralmash plant is the leading heavy machine building company in Russia, manufacturing equipment for Metallurgy, Mining, Oil & Gas industry etc. We offer draglines of 13 standard sizes with bucket capacity from 11 to 100m³ and boom length from 75 to 130m, incl. 6 design versions with reduced unit ground pressure. Electric Rope Shovel (EKG) having bucket capacity from 5 m³ to 30 m³ are intended for mining, transferring ore and dumping open-cast rock to transport vehicles. We also offer a wide range of various-sized cone crushers for primary, secondary, intermediate and tertiary crushing.

INNER MONGOLIA NORTH HAULER

Inner Mongolia North Hauler Joint Stock Co., Ltd. (NHL)
Inner Mongolia North Hauler Joint Stock Co., Ltd. (NHL), headquarters in Rare-Earth Zone, Baotou, Inner Mongolia, established in 1988, is engaged in manufacturing heavy duty off-highway mining Dump truck between 30T-320T, related construction machineries and parts.

SRB Benefit India Pvt. Ltd. is a newly incorporated company established in 2014, under the norms of Indian Companies Act 1956. The company is established by CJSC Benefit, Russia in alliance with SRB International Pvt. Ltd., India is the exclusive distributor of Inner Mongolia North Hauler Joint Stock Company Limited, for promotion of their products sales and services.

SRB International Pvt. Ltd. is Exclusive Channel Partner of Research and production company NPK “LEMZ-OGMK” LLC, which is one of the leading Machine-building enterprise’s mastering and output tasks for the enterprises of ore mining and processing, metallurgical complexes. Our enterprise disposes the strong industrial basis, modern scientific and technical potential for providing the high quality of its products. One of the leading directions of our enterprise is developing Total Mining solutions.
Rudgormash
SRB International Pvt. Ltd is Exclusive channel Partner of Mining Machine Holding Company- ‘Rudgormash’ who is one of the largest specialized enterprises manufacturing and realizing drilling equipment. our company designs and manufactures rotary blast hole drilling rigs with electrical and diesel drive, hole Ø 160-311 mm and depth of drilling 60 m, mine self-propelled cars; car hauling mechanisms; screens; separators; disk feeders; loading and transportation machines, mine suppliers carrier.

and engineering of screening area and producing of modular processing complexes for coal processing and enrichment. 30 years of experience of our construction division in this sphere allows us to produce and develop reliable equipment for our customers’ needs. A large number of options within the range of screening machines provide the exact solution to any problem in the sphere of wet and dry screening, dehydration and transporting of coal, ore and minerals. It was reached by optimal symmetrical load scheme of metal framework box of screening machine by inertial power.

NKMZ-IPL
SRB International Pvt. Ltd is Exclusive Channel Partner of NKMZ-IPL for promotion of their product sales and services which is representing NKMZ plant (Ukraine) on the international market. NKMZ-IPL offers draglines ESH 10/70 & ESH 5/45. NKMZ-IPL also offer bucket-wheel excavators, stacker, reclaimers, high angle belt conveyors, all type of feeders. Crushers are designed for fine crushing of the materials with the compression strength up to 300 Mpa like Cone Crushers, Jaw Crushers, Hammer Crushers, and Roll Crushers etc. For Underground Mines NKMZ-IPL offer Shearer, Roof Support, Mine Winders & Winches, Wheel Transport, Roof Bolters, Pump Sets, Roadheaders, and Ventilation Fan etc.
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TREST SHAHTSPETSSTROY
Trest “Shahtpecsstroi” has 70 years of experience in the design and construction of shafts and other mine workings with ordinary and special ways of excavation. The organizational structure of the trust as well as skilled workers and engineers allow the trust to implement an entire complex of mining operations using its own resources: preparation of project documentation, fabrication and installation of non-standard equipment and armouring, preparatory works, shaft excavation and linking shafts with horizons as well as conducting special operations under the condition of urban development.

SRB International Pvt. Ltd is Exclusive channel Partner of JSC “TREST” “SHAHTSPETSSTROY” which carries out on the basis of a single company, organized as a management company to offer a complete range of mining operations, construction of surface complexes and commissioning mines, mines (quarries), processing factories and mines. We offer a complete range of design and construction operations like:

- Planning of mines (Opencast & Underground).
- Pre-Feasibility & Feasibility studies.
- Preparation of project reports including basic and detailed engineering.
- Detailed operational plans of project implementation.
- Construction of Main and Auxiliary Vertical Shaft, Inclined Shaft & Horizontal Shaft
- Construction of Main and Auxiliary Ventilation Shaft
- Construction of Cage Shaft, Skip Shaft & Shaft Conveyor S/S
- Services to clients as a Mine Developer and Operator

Horsburgh & Scott
SRB International is authorized channel partner of Horsburgh & Scott, USA, founded in 1886, is one of the world’s leading manufacturers of industrial gears and custom gear drives. With our combined 350,000 square feet of manufacturing, repair, assembly and heat treat space, we can manufacture...
Kenes, LLC
SRB International Pvt. Ltd is Exclusive channel Partner of Scientific, Implementation and Design Enterprise “KENES”, LLC which was established in 1991 by the leading experts of the Research and Design Institute of Solid Fossil Fuels Enrichment and Bulk material handling plant with silo turnkey basis.
KENES is a multi-disciplinary group with expertise covering:
• Feasibility Studies.
• Coal Handling & Coal Washery Plant Plant Basic and Detail Design, Supply and Commissioning.
• Plants upgrades and optimization.
• Project Management service.

new gear components and gearboxes, and provide teardown analyses, engineering upgrades, repairs, and offer customers increased service factors that can expand equipment lifecycle. From newly designed and built gear drives to worldwide field service, Horsburgh & Scott is the best source for all your gearing needs.

Capital Equipment and Technology Corporation (CETCO)
SRB International Pvt. Ltd is Exclusive channel Partner of Capital Equipment and Technology Corporation which was founded in 1996 to provide specialist services to the mining sector. Since then, CETCO has added new skills and capabilities to meet expanding resource sector requirements to become one of the leaders in supplying advanced technologies and equipment to producers of coal and almost all minerals, ferrous and nonferrous sectors.
CETCO is a multi-disciplinary group with expertise covering:
• Coal Quality & Preparation
• Feasibility Studies
• Preparation Plant Basic and Detailing Design, Supply and Commissioning
• Preparation plants upgrades and optimization
• Laboratory service including size analysis and wash-ability data, pilot testing.
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Metallurgical Equipments

- Uralmash Plant, Russia
- NKMZ-IPL, UK
- DneprotechService, Ukraine
- VNIIPTMASH, Russia
- JSC SUMY FRUNZE, Ukraine
- VUKHIN, Russia
- SKMZ, Ukraine
- Tyazhstankogidropress, Russia
- ZAO Mekhanobr, Russia
- JSC DALENERGOMASH, Russia
- Progress, Ukraine
- MEKHANOBR CHERMET, Ukraine

- MATERIAL HANDLING
- COKE MAKING
- IRON MAKING
Steel Process Plant

- Cranes
  - Pioneer in Design and Engineering of Cranes upto 550 Tons
  - Pioneer in Design and Engineering of Polar Cranes
- Yard Equipments
  - Stacker Reclaimers
  - Wagon Pushers
  - Wagon Tipplers
  - Wagon Positioners
  - Crushers and Apron Feeders

- Design, Engineering and Supervision of recovery type Coke Oven Battery (COB) up to 7 m tall, By product Plant (BOD) and Coke Dry Cooling Plants (CDCP & MBC)
- Rebuilding of Coke oven Battery
- Coke oven Machines like Coke Pusher Car, Coke Guide Car, Coke Quenching Car, Coal Charging Car, Electric Loco etc.
- Auxiliary Equipments like Naphthalene Press for By Product Plant, Exhausters (Blowers/ Superchargers) for Coke Oven Battery (GCP), Centrifuge and Drum Crystallizers and Coke and Chemical Equipments.

VUKHIN
Open Joint Stock Company “Eastern Research Institute of Coal Chemistry” (JSC “VUHIN”) is a specialized science, technology, engineering and design firm with over 75 years experience in the coking making and related industry.
VUKHIN Institute designed and built all the coke plants in Russia, as well as a number of enterprises in CIS countries (Kazakhstan, individual objects in Ukraine) and abroad (India, Iran, etc.).

URALMASHPLANT
Ural Heavy Machine Building Plant (Uralmashplant) is located at Yekaterinburg, Russia. Uralmash plant is the leading heavy machine building company in Russia, manufacturing equipment for Metallurgy, Mining, Oil & gas industry etc. Equipments for sintering projects, pelletizing plants, Rolling Mills, Presses, Casters, Pipe Bending Machines. Uralmash Plant has a complete production cycle starting from engineering, steel making, welding, machining and assembly of departments. They are also in manufacturing of Stretchers used for stretching of pipe sections, panels and plates. The equipment of ring-rolling mill section is intended for manufacture of rings with rectangular and profile cross-section from ring billet during hot rolling. They also are supplying Hot screen Vibrators, Pellet and sinter cars, upper, side plates of car, Gear boxes etc.
DNEPROTECHSERVICE SCIENTIFIC & SLAVTYAZHMASH PRODUCTION GROUP is the group of machine-building enterprises based in Ukraine. Group specializes in development, manufacturing, sales and servicing of equipment, machines and rigging, creation of technologies for rocket and space industry enterprises, mining and processing, metallurgical, coke chemical, Coke Oven Machines, oil and gas refining, electrical engineering and motor-car industry enterprises, electric power industry and building industry, subway and mines, railway and marine terminals.

The “Mekhanobr Engineering” JSC was established on the basis of Design and Research divisions of the “Mekhanobr” Institute in December of 1990, and now successfully employs the experience gained over 90 years of activities that resulted in development of processing technologies and designs for more than 250 mining-and-ore-dressing operations constructed in the territory of Russia, the CIS and other countries (Algeria, Angola, Bulgaria, India, China, Congo, Mongolia, Union of Myanmar). The main task of the “Mekhanobr Engineering” JSC consists in research and development of technologies for processing and agglomeration of various types of minerals, design and supervision of construction of mining-and-ore-dressing operations, modernization and technical re-equipment of operating concentrating, pelletizing and sintering plants.
Steel Process Plant

- Pelletisation
  - Technology provider and Equipment manufacturer of Straight Grate Induration Machine
  - Induration machines with 108 to 700 m² grate area.
  - Manufactured and commissioned more than 50 complexes worldwide

- Blast Furnace Equipments
- Blast Furnace Stoves
- EAF, BOF, Vacuum Degassing
- Slag Cars, Ladle Cups & cars other major equipments in steel making
- Torpedo Ladle Cars

- Horizontal Press & Vertical Press
- Pipe Bending Machines
- Pneumatic Hammers

- CCM Machines, slab casters, bloom casters, billet casters
- Reheating furnaces

Vniiptmash is a leader in the design of cranes for nuclear power plant, metallurgy and other industries. The company speciality has always been engineering and testing of overhead cranes (overhead & gantry cranes, their construction elements, hoists (electric and hand hoists), heavy belt conveyors and conveyors of other types (suspension, scraper, vibrating conveyors) including earthquake-proof dedicated cranes equipment for nuclear power plants and others like cranes for metallurgical production.

JSC “Sumy Machine-Building Science-and-Production Association was set up including the Frunze Machine-Building Plant, Heavy Compressor Machine-Building Plant, Special Design Bureau for Chemical Equipment and Construction Department, Pumps, Centrifuges, Drum Crystallizer, equipment for NPO.

“Mekhanobr” has modern research and design base, which includes 130 installations and technological complexes leading foreign and domestic producers, as well as equipment that is based on own developments of scientists of the institute for Beneficiation and Pelletization Plants.
JSC “Tyazhstankogidropress” is one of the largest Russian manufacturers of heavy machine tools and hydraulic presses, as well as mine and other industrial equipment. Our company manufactures products in full compliance with the requirements of the market in terms of technology and applied in compliance with the terms of manufacturing. Expansion of the range of machines and products, developed new trends in production and is constantly developing trade and economic relations with various regions of Russia, Europe and Asia. They supply filters, commando apparatus for Naphtha Press, Covers, Pumps, Directional valves, oil coolers etc for Bailing Press.

Starokramatorsky Machine Building Plant was found in 1896 and is one of the well-known companies in Ukraine and CIS countries, which specializes in manufacturing auxiliary, precision, rolling and press-forging equipment. “SKMZ” JSC has its own up-date foundry, welding, machining and assembling capacities as well as heat treatment, cladding, inspection and test equipment. The Company is staffed with high-skilled technical and production personnel. The equipment bearing the trade mark of “SKMZ” is being successfully operated at steel plants of Germany, Japan, France, Italy, Pakistan, India, Korea, Iran, Turkey, China, Poland, Bulgaria, Hungary, Romania, Egypt, Russia, CIS countries and others.
Steel Process Plant

- Hot Rolling Mill (HRM) & Equipments
  - Continuous Billet Mills
  - Heavy Section Mills
  - Universal Beam Mills
  - Rail and Structural mills
  - Straightening Machines
  - Heat Treatment Equipments
  - Wheel and Ring Rolling Mill
- Cold Rolling Mill (CRM) & Equipments
  - Reversing, Tandem, Single and double stand skim pass/temper mills
- Strip Processing Lines (Continuous pickling lines, hot dip galvanizing lines, continuous Annealing Lines)
- Finishing Lines (Tension levelers, cut to length and slitting lines, sheet and coil packaging lines)
- Hot Shear & Cold Shear
- Stretcher Levelers

Berdichev Machine Building Plant

One of the oldest enterprises of Ukraine with more than 130 years history, nowadays our company takes up the leading positions on machine building market of the world.

Berdichev Machine building plant “Progress” has in its disposal up-to-date efficient developments of filtration, drying, capacitance, and other process equipment for almost all branches of industry. Been world recognized, products, manufactured by our plant are operated by different enterprises of different branches of industry in more than 35 countries of the world and acknowledged to be reliable, height efficient and high quality equipment. “Progress” has high capacity production-technological facilities and highly qualified scientific, engineering and technical staff. They are supplying Drum Crystallizer, Back filter Press and etc.

JSC “DALENERGOMASH”

They are manufacturing several thousand machines of hundreds types and identities from last 80 Years. Products such Smoke Exhausters, Coke Oven Gas, Sulphurous & Air Blowers, Gas Turbines, Compressor and spare parts.

NKMZ

NKMZ-IPL (London), NKMZ is a leading enterprise of Metallurgical Engineering and the frontrunner in the production of Forged Rolls for both Hot Rolling Mill and Cold Rolling Mill. They are also one of the largest producers of presses up to capacity of 75,000 Tons. Pneumatic hammers of upto 25 tons.

- Forged Rolls for Hot and Cold Rolling Mills
- Cast Iron Rolls & Furnace Rolls
- Back Up Sleeve Rolls

Our principal manufactures Refractory press of 1600 & 2000 Tonne work force and have supplied over 40 machines in last two decades. These Presses are used for production of High refractory brick out of silica, magnesia, silicon carbide and other alloyed material.
DESIGN & ENGINEERING

Our team expertise’s in Designing, Detailing, Prototyping, mathematical modelling, process engineering, instrumentation, control engineering, data acquisition, etc.

- We have got a dedicated team of Engineers who are continuously engaged in process design and engineering and they use multiple design tools such as CATIA, Pro E, AutoCAD, Solid Edge, Cosmos, Solid Works.
- We offer a complete multi-disciplinary engineering solution utilizing advanced software for FEM analysis, design detailing for all the process plants such as Travelling grate Pelletization, Coke Oven batteries Piping and Instrumentation, Equipment detail engineering of structural, mechanical & electrical for projects in Steel and Power.

WORKSHOP

Our aspiration was to provide a variety of high quality, reliable, efficient, reasonable parts & products for the equipment’s of our Mining Principal’s Such as for Crusher’s, Dragline & Electric Rope Shovel.

We are manufacturing various spares, components etc. for HEMMs, Plants operating in Mining & Metallurgy sectors and supplying the same also to OEMs as OPM.

We manufacture and procure for the supply of both Mechanical and Electrical items for the HEMM and Metallurgy equipment.

We also have the capacity to do the structural fabrication of minimum 300 tonnes per month at our workshop.

SERVICE CENTRE & WAREHOUSE

We have got our own workshop in Singrauli, M.P; which is strategically located and well-stocked warehouse of fast moving spare parts to ensure minimum downtime of equipment.

We are planning to have a state-of-the-art service facility of prime area incorporating the latest equipment and technology; which will be manned by trained technicians for the maintenance of equipment of our principle companies in Indian mining & metallurgy sector.
PROCUREMENT & SUPPLY
Our group provides solution to the leading global OEM in achieving all required Mechanical & Electrical Components from India at an ambitious price and quality. On this solid foundation, we incorporate our process of procurement in the industry and provide some of the most sophisticated, critical and precisely manufactured engineering goods from India for our Principle’s and various other clients for the Heavy Machinery and Automation. Some of the equipment that we procure are Lubrication Systems, Food Processing Plant & Equipment, Infrastructure.

EPC SOLUTIONS

ERICA & COMMISSIONING
We have diversified our activities in Mining, Metallurgical, Oil & Gas Industries and have expertise for executing projects of Piping, Civil Foundations & Structural, Mechanicals and we also have in house capabilities of developing Detail engineering for such projects.

To Name a few:
- Dismantling & Replacement of Scale Water Pipelines from Slabbing Mill & Hot strip Mill to sludge compartment including civil.
- Rehab and refurbishment of different capacities Draglines, Shovels.

PROCUREMENT & SUPPLY
Our group provides solution to the leading global OEM in achieving all required Mechanical & Electrical Components from India at an ambitious price and quality. On this solid foundation, we incorporate our process of procurement in the industry and provide some of the most sophisticated, critical and precisely manufactured engineering goods from India for our Principle’s and various other clients for the Heavy Machinery and Automation. Some of the equipment that we procure are Lubrication Systems, Food Processing Plant & Equipment, Infrastructure.

FOOD PROCESSING PLANT & EQUIPMENT
We supply total food and dairy processing plants, complete processing lines & equipment for various sectors related to food and beverage products. We cater the needs of our clients from Russia and CIS with updated technologies and plant machinery equipment from India. We recently have supplied total plant and equipment for Soya Extraction plant in Azerbaijan.

INFRARSTRUCTURE
Our principal’s fields of operations in the area of infrastructure and environmental projects are as follows:
- Highway projects, Tunneling works
- Railway projects, Airport projects
- Port projects, bridges, Superstructures, Dams.
- Urban Waste Water Treatment Plants
- Urban Potable Water Treatment Plants
- Wastewater Systems, Clean Water Systems
- Solid Waste Storage Facilities
EPC SOLUTIONS

- Drills including supply of Assemblies and sub assemblies.
- Complete replacement, erection, testing and commissioning of stayed girder of articulated Boom of Draglines.
- Erection Testing Commissioning Of Piping and associated jobs for Power Plant.
- Supervision during Erection of Primary, Cone & Gyratory crushers.

- Cables, Batteries, Tyres, Compressors, Electric Motors and Drives, Transformers, Generator, SCADA & PLC Panels and many more on customers demand.

- Solid Waste Recycling Plants
- Urban Infrastructure, Pipelines.
SRB International with its Stronghold in C.I.S has foreseen the possibility and success of technology & manufacturing capacities of Indian companies. SRB with their own marketing capabilities have been involved in the promotion of Renowned Indian brands. SRB is the authorized & exclusive representative of Construction Equipments Division - in C.I.S. With its commendable approach for entering each country with a full back up service support through local companies involved in the service support of construction equipments & farm machinery, SRB has opened these markets for Indian brands like never before. Our construction equipment product ranges are as follows:-

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Backhoe Loader Machines.</th>
<th>Rough Terrain Cranes. (20, 30, 40).</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Hydraulic Mobile Cranes.</td>
<td>Compactors</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pick n Carry Cranes</td>
<td>Soil vibratory rollers.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8 to 16 tonne.</td>
<td>Tandem vibratory rollers.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Mini tandem vibratory rollers.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Other than Construction equipments SRB promotes companies manufacturing farm machinery equipments such as tractors 35HP – 75 HP, loaders, dozers, cultivators, harvesters & material handling equipments such as 0.8 to 32 tonne, diesel, electric & LPG forklifts, Industrial Cleaning equipments, Aerial work platforms / Cherry pickers, side loaders, telehandlers & Electric, Diesel, LPG Tow trucks.

With this approach our policy is to explore huge markets for Indian Brands in C.I.S & to provide the customers in C.I.S with an option which is technically & commercially very sound and is acceptable to the whole world.
SERVICES

SEISMIC DATA ACQUISITION, PROCESSING AND INTERPRETATION
We are representing several renowned geophysical companies from Russia and CIS who are engaged in providing 2D and 3D seismic surveys onland (including logistically difficult areas and hilly tracts), transition zones and in deserts and in offshore blocks.
Area of Expertise in Seismic Operation:
• Seismic data acquisition using explosive/ dynamite, vibrator, Airgun as source energy
• Cableless seismic data acquisition
• Pre-survey planning, evaluation & designing
• Seismic data processing and interpretation
• Integration of surface seismic, bore-hole seismic, well log & other drilling data Seismic characterization

DEEP AND DIRECTIONAL DRILLING
Our principals from Russia and CIS engaged in providing deep drilling services for onshore areas and own the largest fleets of State Of The Art onshore drilling rigs. Onshore drilling rigs varies with capacity ranging from 500 HP to 3000 HP capable of drilling wells up to a depth of 7000 Meters. All drilling rigs of 1500 HP to 3000 HP are equipped with VFD Top Drive System.
Our principals specialises indirectitional drilling, horizontal directional drilling, ER well and in-seam directional drilling (Coal Bed Methane).Services such as Measurement While Drilling (MWD), Mud Engineering Services, Mud Logging Services, Cementing Services, Coiled tubing etc.

EQUIPMENT & SPARE PARTS
We offer Oil and Gas Drilling Equipment, Production Equipment, Processing Equipment & Spare parts from our esteemed Principal’s Such as :

• Oil and Gas Drilling Equipment:
  Rigs (Drilling, Well services, Workover), Solid Control Equipment, Pressure Control Equipment, Handling tools, Tubulars, Downhole Equipment, Instrumentation, Expendables
• Oil and Gas Production Equipment:
  Pressure Control Equipment, MWD/SDMM/JARS, Downhole Equipment
• Oil and Gas Process Equipment:
  Gas Filter Separator, Pressure Vessels, Modular Gas treatment Stations, Centrifugal Gas separator Gas dehydration Equipment etc.

SPARES
• Drill bits: Roller Rock Bits, Diamond Bits, PDC Bits, Core heads
• Valves: Manual Valves, Pneumatic/hydraulic Actuated Valves, Gate Valves, Ball Valves, Globe Valves, Safety Valves, Butterfly Valves, Check Valves, Diaphragm Valves, Float Valves, Needle Valves, Plug Valves, Relief Valves, Shear Valves, Pipe fittings etc.
• Other Spares: Oil and gas Lubrication accessories, Mud pump spare parts for drilling rigs, Drilling equipment spare parts, Pipeline spare parts, Cast iron casting spare parts, Pressure control seal kits, Pressure control Packing Elements, Ram Assemblies, Pressure control Locking shaft seal assemblies, Sheaves, Bearings, Chains, Sprockets, Gasket, Seals Bushings, Roller chain, Packing, Hoses, Fittings, Hammer Unions, Swivel Joints, Bolt/Nuts, Couplings, Filters, Gears Nipples etc.
ASSOCIATES

TRF
A TATA Enterprise

Coal India
Empowering India
Nurturing Nature
Enabling Life

Bihar coking coal Ltd

Vizag Steel
Pride of Steel
A Navratna Company

OLMA
СОВРЕМЕННЫЕ ФАСАДНЫЕ СИСТЕМЫ

FL Smidth

Abşeron Taxıl, MMC

SECL
South Eastern Coalfields Ltd.

Rudgormash
MINING MACHINERY HOLDING COMPANY

IPC • Machines
Few References at a Glance:

Equipment & Spare Supply
- 2 Nos. Tertiary cone crusher KMD – 2200Gr2D (Donimalai Project, NMDC)
- Cone crusher KSD – 2200Gr2d, FLsmidth (Kumaraswamy project, NMDC)
- Secondary cone crusher KSD 2200Gr2D, TRF (Bailadila Project, NMDC)
- Primary Cone Crusher KKD – 1500/180, TRF (Bailadila Project, NMDC)
- Supply of HEMM’s spares such as Rail Rollers, Bucket assembly etc for Dragline in CIL
- LT & HT Cables for 15/90 Dragline in NCL
- Central Lubrication System for 15/90 in NCL
- Motors and Drives for EOT Cranes in SECL
- Housing of Impellers 20 Sets
- Supply of 4 nos. Of Back Hoe Loader to Kazakhstan
- Supply of total plant machinery of Soya Extraction plant inclusive Solvent Extraction Unit, Refinery, Bleaching Unit, Cracking machine, Desolventizer- Toaster, Filters, Miscella and Crude oil Pumps, Waste water separators to Azerbaijan
- Supply of Flat and long products to Russia, Ukraine & Belarus, of Grades such as 304, 321, 201 to name a few.
- Rubber Chocks for Aircraft wheels

OVERSEAS OFFICES
OVERSEAS REPRESENTATION
OFFICES IN INDIA
REPRESENTATION IN INDIA
WAREHOUSE & WORK SHOPS IN INDIA
Mine Design Services:
in Russia (for the Indian company NMDC) The company developed followings:
• Due diligence report for mine “Chulmakanskaya”, mine “Denisovskaya” & mine “Inaginskaya”.

Erection & Supervision:
* Rehab and refurbishment of 15/90 Dragline in Jayant NCL, (CIL), Complete replacement of Old Tub with change of electrical, Lubrication system, Painting denting. Mechanical works of replacing of auxiliary cylinders, repairs of walking shoes, Boom Chords, Revolving Frame, Dismantling & repair of Cabin.
* Complete replacement, erection, testing and commissioning of stayed girder of articulated Boom of 20/90 dragline in Ballarpur area, WCL (CIL).
Fabrication of Platforms, Locking of swing mechanism, Testing Load on the Boom.
* Supervision during Erection of Primary, Cone & Gyatory crushers
* Replacement of Scale water Pipeline – We have taken up job work for Replacement of Scale Water Pipelines from Slabbing Mill & Hot strip Mill to sludge compartment No.2 of Bokaro Steel Plant (SAIL).
SRB GROUP  An ISO 9001:2008 certified company

Corporate Office:
B-25, Second floor, Lajpat Nagar-II, New Delhi - 110024, Tel: 011- 46547172 - 80
Fax: 011 - 40522412; E-mail: info@srbgroup.in, www.srbgroup.in

Overseas Office:
Russia, Moscow – 119119, Leninsky Prospect – 45, Office 455
Mobile: + 79646436179; Email: moscow@srbgroup.in

Azadlig Prospect- 72, Flat - 33, baku AZ 1073 Azerbeijan,
Tel:+994124406701, Mobile:- +994703636022. Email: bo@srbgroup.in